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Figure 1: (a) HARVEST allows users to interactively define newly synthesized knowledge. Here, Boynton is derived as a possible high-tech scam.
(b) Synthesized knowledge (Pro jectX and Pro jectY , inferred from calendar data) can be dynamically incorporated into the visual exploration
environment to enable progressive analysis.

ABSTRACT

A visual investigation involves both the examination of existing in-
formation and the synthesis of new analytic knowledge. This is
a progressive process in which newly synthesized knowledge be-
comes the foundation for future discovery. In this paper, we present
a novel system supporting interactive, progressive synthesis of ana-
lytic knowledge. Here we use the term “analytic knowledge” to re-
fer to concepts that a user derives from existing data along with the
evidence supporting such concepts. Unlike existing visual analytic
tools, which typically support only exploration of existing informa-
tion, our system offers two unique features. First, we support user-
system cooperative visual synthesis of analytic knowledge from ex-
isting data. Specifically, users can visually define new concepts by
annotating existing information, and refine partially formed con-
cepts by linking additional evidence or manipulating related con-
cepts. In response to user actions, our system can automatically
manage the evolving corpus of synthesized knowledge and its cor-
responding evidence. Second, we support progressive visual analy-
sis of synthesized knowledge. This feature allows analysts to visu-
ally explore both existing knowledge and synthesized knowledge,
dynamically incorporating earlier analytic conclusions into the en-
suing discovery process. We have applied our system to two com-
plex but very different analytic applications. Our preliminary eval-
uation shows the promise of our work.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Information analysis is a complex task in which analysts must make
sense out of a sea of heterogeneous, potentially relevant informa-
tion. In such a process, an analyst must examine existing informa-
tion as well as develop analytic knowledge to progressively achieve
their investigational goals. For example, a law enforcement ana-
lyst investigating an alleged case of political corruption would need
to examine existing data, such as telephone records and newspa-
per articles, and use such information to synthesize new knowledge
about potential suspects, including their social networks and polit-
ical motives. Using their synthesized knowledge, the analyst can
then begin to uncover the overall conspiracy.

Along with information exploration [3, 16, 22], therefore, ana-
lysts must also perform knowledge synthesis to gradually build an
understanding of concepts or events that are only indirectly sup-
ported by the raw information. In this process, analysts must have
tools for defining newly derived knowledge, as well as tools for
modifying previously synthesized knowledge in response to new
discoveries. As shown in Figure 1(a), the analyst investigating the
alleged political fraud uses our tool to mark the bio-tech startup
called Boynton as a potential scam, and associate it with support-
ing evidence, such as the FDA investigation event indicated on the
timeline.

Furthermore, information analysis is a progressive process in
which data exploration and knowledge synthesis occur iteratively
as an investigation develops. Figure 1(b) is a snapshot of another in-
vestigation, where the analyst is analyzing business activities of an
organization using employee communication data, such as calendar
and email data. During the investigation, the analyst may gradu-
ally develop the knowledge of two Projects, ProjectX and ProjectY,
and need to visually explore both the synthesized project informa-
tion together with additional raw information, such as relevant em-
ployee meetings. Visualizing the two projects together with the



meeting data as shown here, for example, might expose the similar
personnel working on both projects. Such a conclusion might never
be reached if it were not possible to view synthesized knowledge
(e.g. the project information) together with raw information within
a single integrated visual display.

To assist analysts in interactively exploring information and syn-
thesizing new analytic knowledge, we are building a novel, mixed-
initiative visual analytic system, called HARVEST. In this paper,
we focus on describing our techniques for supporting interactive,
progressive synthesis of analytic knowledge. Our work in this area
offers two unique contributions:

• User-System Cooperative Visual Synthesis of Knowledge.
HARVEST allows analysts to visually define new concepts
by annotating existing information discovered during an in-
vestigation. For example, users can define a new concept
by directly marking one or more pieces of information (e.g.,
marking certain participants displayed within a visualization
of phone call records as potential suspects). Users can also re-
fine partially formed concepts by linking additional evidence
or manipulating related concepts (e.g., linking two suspects).
In response to an analyst’s actions, HARVEST can automat-
ically manage the evolving corpus of synthesized knowledge
and its corresponding evidence. For example, when two par-
tially defined concepts are merged together, the relevant sets
of evidence are automatically combined.

• Progressive Visual Analysis of Synthesized Knowledge.
Our system supports the integrated, visual exploration of
both existing information and synthesized knowledge. This
is achieved by dynamically incorporating synthesized knowl-
edge together with raw information to form a single coherent
visual exploration context. The integrated visual context al-
lows analysts to perform progressive analysis of previously
synthesized knowledge.

We have applied HARVEST to a pair of complex but different
analytic problems: an organization analysis using realistic commu-
nication data (e.g., calendar appointments and meeting information)
and a criminal investigation using the VAST 2006 Contest data. We
have conducted informal case studies for each of these domains and
our preliminary findings indicate that our approach can be useful in
support of complex analytical tasks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first
provide an overview of related research. We then outline the over-
all HARVEST architecture and explain our approach to interactive
visual synthesis. We then present our two case studies. Finally, we
conclude and discuss directions for future work.

2 RELATED WORK

Our work is closely related to a large number of projects on de-
veloping visual analytic tools. This extensive effort has led to a
collection of interactive tools that help users explore massive and
dynamic data, derive insights from examining data, and organize
investigations [22]. However, much of this work has focused pri-
marily on helping users visualize and examine existing data sets
[3, 9, 15, 16, 21, 23]. In our work, we aim to support visual ex-
ploration of existing data together with newly synthesized analytic
knowledge derived over the course of an investigation.

Moreover, existing tools are typically user-driven, where users
manually specify the visual content and presentation details (e.g.,
[11, 12, 15]). In comparison, HARVEST supports a mixed-
initiative visual analysis, in which the system works cooperatively
with users by automating the management and visual presentation
of information (e.g., raw data and synthesized knowledge).

Separately, several tools have been developed to facilitate the vi-
sual organization of an analysis. While these tools are designed to
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record and organize hypotheses and conclusions (e.g., [4]), they are
often developed independent of information exploration tools. An
exception to this trend is BAE’s POLESTAR. This system provides
both tool-sets within a single interface. HARVEST similarly sup-
ports both tasks within a single tool, but extends the integration so
that synthesized knowledge can be directly exploited together with
raw data during information exploration.

Our work is also related to the research activities in interactive
knowledge discovery and data mining (KDD), particularly on visu-
alizing the KDD process [5, 8, 14]. Similar to this work, HARVEST
allows users to interactively manage both raw data and the deriva-
tion of analytic results. However, these systems focus only on rela-
tional data in databases and the use of automatic data mining algo-
rithms to detect and extract data patterns (e.g., mining association
rules). In comparison, HARVEST deals with heterogeneous data
sets, including both structured data from databases and unstruc-
tured data, such as text documents and images. Moreover, HAR-
VEST supports a mixed-initiative visual analysis where both sys-
tems and users can explicitly define and manipulate derived knowl-
edge. More importantly, and in stark contrast to the typical behavior
of KDD systems, HARVEST dynamically incorporates the synthe-
sized knowledge back into the exploration process, together with
the original data, for future analysis.

Our research is also related to a number of research efforts in the
area of knowledge annotation, including social bookmarking tools
for websites [7], text annotation [10, 12, 18], and image/video anno-
tation [24]. These tools are designed for either coarse-grained anno-
tation (e.g., keyword annotations in most social bookmarking tools
[7]), annotating only existing knowledge [12, 18], or an offline an-
notation process separate from the human-driven analysis process
[10, 24]. HARVEST supports interactive fine-grained, semantics-
based annotation on both existing data and user-derived knowledge.
In addition, HARVEST exposes annotation as a coherent part of an
interactive analytic process.

3 HARVEST ARCHITECTURE

The HARVEST architecture is composed of three main components
as shown in Figure 2. Two of these components, the synthesis man-
ager and the visual composition engine, are critical to the visual
knowledge synthesis techniques described in this paper. We first
provide an overview of HARVEST, and then describe the synthesis
manager and visual composition engine in more detail.

3.1 HARVEST Architecture Overview

HARVEST’s overall architecture is designed to support a mixed-
initiative visual investigation. Analysts interact with the system via
user actions. Given a user action, HARVEST uses the action recog-
nizer to identify the type of a user action and the action parameters.
Currently, HARVEST supports three types of user actions: data in-
quiry (e.g., searching for specific phone records), visual manipula-
tion (e.g., directly manipulating events presented on a timeline), and
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Figure 3: (a) Create is used to define newly synthesized knowledge
without direct evidence. (b) Annotation is used when direct evidence
is available.

data synthesis (e.g., defining a suspect). Each type of action is asso-
ciated with a set of parameters. For example, a data inquiry action
has parameters, such as data content (e.g., searching for “Rinz”)
and data source (e.g., CNN news).

The recognized action is then sent to the visual dialog manager,
which dynamically decides a course of corresponding HARVEST
actions. Based on the type of the user action, the action dispatcher
assigns the action to an action manager. Specifically, the content
manager handles data inquiry actions by dynamically retrieving
information relevant to the user’s analytic context. The synthesis
manager supports user data synthesis by automatically maintain-
ing the evolving collection of newly derived user knowledge (e.g.,
a suspect identified in an investigation) and the corresponding ev-
idence. The interaction manager responds to various user visual
manipulations (e.g., changing the view of the displayed informa-
tion). The interaction manager also handles exceptions (e.g., the
desired information is not found) by suggesting follow-on user ac-
tions (e.g., modifying search criteria).

Based on the decisions of the dialog manager, the visual com-
position engine then synthesizes an interactive visual presentation
[25, 26]. Such a presentation is used to either convey the data in-
quiry results, illustrate the synthesized knowledge with its evidence,
or reflect the results of a user visual manipulation.

3.2 Synthesis Manager
The synthesis manager is responsible for recording and maintaining
the analyst’s knowledge developed over the course of an investiga-
tion. The input to the synthesis manager is a user-initiated knowl-
edge synthesis action along with its associated parameters. Figure
3 shows two user knowledge synthesis actions, which are creating
two new instances, respectively: a Conspiracy involving a company
called Boynton Lab, and a Suspect, named John Torch. Given such
an action, the synthesis manager processes the action and updates
the corpus of synthesized knowledge as needed.

A piece of synthesized knowledge is either a new Concept in an
existing data ontology or a new Instance of a new or existing con-
cept in the ontology. We formally represent synthesized concepts
and instances as follows:

synConcept = {Type, [ParentType]∗, [attribute, value]∗}

synInstance = {Type, Identi f ier, [attribute, value]∗}

In the above representation, both the Type and ParentType denote
a semantic category in a data ontology (e.g., Person or Event). The
attribute and value pair denote a specific feature that can be used to
describe the concept or instance. For example, concept Conspiracy
may have features such as participants and motive. The Identifier
in a synthesized instance is used to distinguish between multiple
instances of the same type. For example, the identifier for a suspect
could be the name of the suspect or the code name of the suspect
if the real name is unknown. When defining a new concept or in-
stance, the user is not required to supply the parent type and the
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Figure 4: An overview of the HARVEST visual interface.

attributes. Such flexibility is useful, since the user initially may
not know how to connect the new concept with existing concepts,
particularly during the early stages of an investigation.

Each synthesized concept is associated with a list of instances
of that concept, if any have instances been created. For example,
concept Suspect is associated with a list of people identified as sus-
pects. In addition, each synthesized instance is associated with a
list of evidence, containing references to all information elements
that are related to the instance. For example, after learning that
the bio-tech startup Boynton Lab has close ties to both the city at-
torney Rinz and the city councilman Torch, the analyst may con-
sider the company a potential scam. She can express this conclu-
sion by creating a new instance of a new concept called Conspiracy
which is derived from the existing concept Event in the ontology:
{Conspiracy, Boynton}. Moreover, she associates this instance
with supporting evidence, such as the Rinz and Torch connection
(Figure 1a). As the investigation evolves, more evidence can be
added later.

As users discover new knowledge or refine their understanding
of existing knowledge, they may want to manipulate their synthe-
sized concepts or instances. The synthesis manager allows users
to manipulate synthesized concepts or instances via a set of syn-
thesis actions, including modifying (e.g., modifying the type of an
instance) and merging (e.g., merging two instances). Changes to
synthesized knowledge are also forwarded to the visual composi-
tion engine to be reflected in the visual interfaces.

3.3 Visual Composition Engine
The visual composition engine is responsible for managing the
composition of all visual spaces that convey information to users.
This includes the choice of visual metaphors, automatic layout, and
all other visual design decisions. This component is an extension of
our previous work in automated visualization generation [25, 26].

There are two visual spaces in HARVEST that are directly re-
lated to the contributions outlined in this paper (Figure 4). First,
there is a synthesis space which visually represents the corpus of
synthesized knowledge developed by an analyst over the course of
an investigation. The synthesis space contains iconic representa-
tions of all synthesized knowledge created during an analysis (Fig-
ure 5a). As new instances are created or manipulated by user ac-
tions, the changes are automatically reflected visually within this
space. The visual design of the synthesis space is based on our
observations of analyst behavior and their hand-drawn notes [6] as
shown in Figure 5(b).
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Figure 5: (a) The HARVEST synthesis space visually represents the
corpus of synthesized knowledge developed over the course of an in-
vestigation. (b) The visual design is similar to the hand-drawn figures
used by some analysts to organize their investigation.

Figure 6: HARVEST’s discovery space supports multi-metaphor vi-
sual composition as shown by this combination of timeline and map
metaphors.

The second visual space is the exploration space. The explo-
ration space is where various information is visually presented to
support interactive exploration and examination. The exploration
space is designed to work with both structured and unstructured
data, and can display heterogeneous data collections using multiple
visual metaphors (e.g., the timeline representation of events con-
necting to a spatial map representation as shown in Figure 6).

4 INTERACTIVE VISUAL SYNTHESIS

HARVEST is an intelligent, mixed-initiative visual dialog system
that supports interactive visual analysis. In comparison to previous
work, one of the HARVEST’s unique capabilities is its support of
interactive, progressive synthesis of analytic knowledge. This func-
tionality is made possible by two HARVEST features. First, HAR-
VEST works with users cooperatively to help them visually synthe-
size and derive new analytic knowledge. Second, HARVEST can
dynamically integrate user-derived knowledge with existing data to
support progressive visual analysis. As a result, HARVEST enables
an interactive investigation in which analysts can discover, synthe-
size, and progressively analyze information as they work toward
an analytic conclusion. Next, we first discuss HARVEST’s sup-
port for user-system cooperative visual synthesis. We then describe
how HARVEST enables progressive visual analysis of synthesized
knowledge.

4.1 User-System Cooperative Visual Synthesis
HARVEST supports user-system cooperative visual synthesis to
leverage both human strengths (e.g., abstract reasoning and visual
comprehension) and machine power (e.g., automated layout and

record keeping). Specifically, HARVEST allows analysts to inter-
actively define, manipulate, and visualize synthesized knowledge.
Working cooperatively, HARVEST automates the management of
an analyst’s evolving collection synthesized knowledge and the dy-
namic visual presentation of such knowledge.

User-Driven Actions for Synthesis

Knowledge synthesis occurs throughout an investigation, con-
current with the exploration and visualization of gathered infor-
mation. The synthesis of new knowledge can take many forms:
the identification of investigative targets from existing information
(e.g., marking a reported election event as an interest for further in-
vestigation); the formation of new hypotheses developed by instinct
or from inconclusive evidence (e.g., identifying possible suspects
from phone call records); or the refinement of previously synthe-
sized concepts as an investigation unfolds (e.g., discovering a new
alias for a previously discovered suspect).

Accordingly, HARVEST provides a set of tools that supports in-
teractive knowledge synthesis in different situations. To achieve
a systematic and consistent design of these tools [1], we catego-
rize them based on different user actions. Currently, HARVEST
supports six principal action-based tools for knowledge synthesis:
Create, Annotate, Modify, Merge, Remove, and Link.

Create. The Create action is used to construct a piece of knowl-
edge that does not exist previously in the knowledge base. In par-
ticular, a user can create a new concept. Consider the investigation
of business activities of an organization using corporate communi-
cation data, including calendar and email data. Since the existing
data themselves do not directly reflect higher-level semantic enti-
ties, such as Project, the Project concept does not exist initially
in the knowledge base. As the investigation develops, the analyst
may Create a new concept called Project to be linked to future find-
ings, such as discoveries of different project instances. A user can
also Create a new instance that does not exist in the knowledge
base. In our example of investigating an alleged political scandal,
the analyst may gradually develop a theory that a bio-tech startup
called Boynton Lab is at the center of the conspiracy. To express
her knowledge, the analyst would Create a new instance called
{Conspiracy, Boynton} (Figure 3a). A new instance instantiated
via the Create action is initialized with no related evidence. The
relevant evidence can be added later via the Link action described
below.

The Create action is typically performed when an analyst syn-
thesizes new knowledge (e.g., a new hypothesis or suspicion) that
does not have direct support from any specific element of informa-
tion. If such direct support is available, an analyst can use the An-
notate action described below to synthesize a piece of new analytic
knowledge.

Annotate. The Annotate action allows a user to attach additional
semantic knowledge to a piece of information, which we call the
target. In HARVEST, targets for the Annotate action are “raw”
elements of information gathered from a user data query.

An analyst can annotate a piece of existing information to ex-
press his assessment of that information. For example, as more
information is gathered, the analyst investigating the political fraud
may consider councilman John Torch a suspect due to his close
ties with Boynton Lab, which might help finance his mayoral cam-
paign. Figure 3(b) shows the annotation GUI used by the analyst
to label John Torch as a suspect. As a result of the annotation, a
new instance {Suspect, John Torch} is added in the synthesized
knowledge base and is also iconically represented in the synthesis
space.

Due to incomplete information, a user may perform a partial an-
notation. Suppose that an analyst is examining photos that capture
the participants of a suspected terrorist planning meeting. Due to
missing information, the analyst cannot identify one of the partici-



pants. She will then annotate this person with a partial annotation:
{Suspect, Unknown}. In this case, the new instance with an un-
known identity is added to both the knowledge base and synthesis
space for further analysis throughout the investigation.

Due to a lack of information or inconsistent information, an an-
alyst may also want to mark a piece of information as an item
of interest instead of making an assessment. For example, know-
ing very little about the incumbent mayor Rex Luthor initially,
the analyst may simply mark the mayor as an investigative in-
terest in the synthesized knowledge base for future consideration:
{PersonO f Interest, Rex Luthor}

Modify. During an investigation, analysts often deal with incom-
plete and inconsistent information. It is likely that analysts might
make wrong assumptions or vague assumptions at the beginning of
an investigation. Thus, analysts may need to rectify or refine their
initial assumptions as the investigation develops. The Modify action
is provided to allow analysts to alter their synthesized knowledge as
new evidence is gathered. Unlike a Create action, a Modify action
must be performed on an existing concept or instance in the knowl-
edge base. The modification can occur in two main ways. One is
that an analyst alters his previous assumptions, and the other is that
the analyst refines his previous assumptions.

As the investigation evolves and new information is gath-
ered, an analyst may find his previous assumption is incorrect.
For instance, in our example of investigating the political scan-
dal, the analyst may initially consider the city councilman John
Torch’s involvement with a Boynton Lab employee a marital af-
fair {MaritalA f f air, Torch A f f air}. However, as the investi-
gation continues, the analyst discovers that the Boynton Lab em-
ployee involved in the affair is a highly visible figure and Torch
is running for the city mayor but short of campaign funding. At
this point, the analyst may want to alter her previous assump-
tion by changing the Torch Affair to a potential political scandal:
{PoliticalScandal, Torch A f f air}. Note that the user cannot use a
Modify to change the type of a synthesized concept, since the type
change is equivalent to creating a new concept from scratch. How-
ever, a user can modify the attributes of a synthesized concept (e.g.,
adding attribute Milestones to the synthesized concept Project).

As more information becomes available, analysts may also want
to refine their previous vague knowledge or assumptions. For ex-
ample, during a criminal investigation, the analyst may discover an
entity named Blimpy, though initially there may not be enough ev-
idence for the analyst to conclude whether Blimpy is an object, an
animal, or a person. In this situation, the analyst would simply in-
dicate in the synthesized knowledge base that Blimpy is an object
of interest: {Ob jectO f Interest, Blimpy}. As more evidence is dis-
covered, the analyst may develop a more refined theory that Blimpy
is likely to be a weapon rather than anything else. The analyst now
can refine his previous assumption to {Weapon, Blimpy}.

In addition to refining the type of a synthesized instance, the
user can also refine other parameters of the instance. In our ex-
ample of analyzing the business activities of an organization, the
analyst has initially synthesized several Project instances based on
the employee meeting data. As the investigation continues, the an-
alyst is able to learn more about each project. Figure 7 displays two
such project instances in the synthesis space and the refinement of
ProjectX, including the information of its possible participants and
sponsor.

In short, as demonstrated by the above examples, the Modify
action allows users to perform progressive analysis by gradually
amending and enriching the synthesized knowledge.

Merge. The Merge action is used to combine two synthesized
instances together into a single logical entity. In HARVEST, Merge
is only applicable to synthesized instances, since merging two con-
cepts is considered creating a new concept. As part of the action, the
user is asked to disambiguate between any conflicting information,

Figure 7: A Modify is used to refine the definition of ProjectX.

Figure 8: The Link action was used to connect the Boynton Lab
Scandal to supporting evidence.

such as types and identifiers. The Merge action is particularly useful
when an analyst discovers that they have unknowingly synthesized
the same concept independently during two different stages of an
investigation.

For example, the two projects, ProjectX and ProjectY, derived
by an analyst, involve two different but overlapping sets of people
(Figure 1b). As he continues to investigate, more evidence may
indicate that these two projects are in fact the same project which
happens to be named differently under different circumstances. The
analyst would then select the two project instances as targets for a
Merge action, combining their evidence lists under a single merged
instance.

Remove. The Remove action is used to discard a user-
synthesized concept or instance from the synthesized knowledge
base. A Remove action could be initiated, for instance, if a particu-
lar conclusion proves unfounded after further investigation. When
a user initiates a Remove action, the instance is removed from the
knowledge base and any references to the instance found elsewhere
in HARVEST are automatically removed at the same time.

In our political fraud investigation, the analyst may initially hy-
pothesize a land grab event. However, as the investigation devel-
ops, the analyst may come to believe that the event never occurred.
She would then remove all references to the debunked theory by
selecting it from the synthesis space and issuing a Remove action.
In practice, the Remove action should be used sparingly because
even concept instances shown to be false may prove useful in fu-
ture stages of analysis.

Link. The Link action is used to directly link evidence to a piece
of synthesized knowledge, such as a new hypothesis or a suspicion.
As an investigation develops, users explicitly link discovered evi-
dence to substantiate their synthesized knowledge. Using our above
example of hypothesizing the Boynton Lab conspiracy, the analyst
will link evidence, such as the city Attorney Rinz acting as the lab’s
key investor, and city councilman John Torch’s personal ties with
one of the lab’s employees, to support her hypothesis. HARVEST
automatically maintains the synthesized knowledge with its linked
evidence. Figure 1(a) shows the suspected Boynton conspiracy and
its linked evidence.

Automated System Management for Visual Synthesis

Unlike typical visual analytic systems (e.g., [11, 13]), which re-
quire users to manually manage the details of their visual investi-
gation, HARVEST works cooperatively with users by automating
portions of record keeping and visual presentation responsibilities.
Specifically, HARVEST automatically manages the evolving set of
synthesized knowledge in response to user synthesis actions, and



automatically composes visual presentations of both synthesized
and “raw” information.

Automatic management of synthesized knowledge. Given a
user’s data synthesis action (e.g., Create), the synthesis manager re-
sponds to the action by automatically updating the corpus of synthe-
sized knowledge to reflect the changes brought about by the action.
Depending on the type of user action and its parameters, HARVEST
updates the synthesized knowledge base accordingly.

In response to a Create action, HARVEST instantiates a new
concept or instance node in the knowledge base. A newly cre-
ated instance is also associated with an empty evidence list. HAR-
VEST acts similarly when instantiating a new concept or a new
instance except that when instantiating a new instance, HAR-
VEST also automatically links the newly created instance to the
specified concept. For example, when creating the new instance
{Conspiracy, Boynton}, HARVEST will link the instance to the
concept node Conspiracy. If the specified concept does not already
exist in the knowledge base, HARVEST will automatically create
such a concept first, then link the instance to it.

In a Create action, if the user specifies additional parameters
other than the Type parameter, HARVEST performs additional op-
erations. Specifically, if the ParentType is specified, HARVEST
automatically links the newly created concept to the parent concept
in the knowledge base. Similarly, based on the specified attributes,
HARVEST also automatically links the new concept to other rel-
evant concepts. For example, a user may specify that one of the
attributes of a new concept Project is participants, of type Person.
In this case, HARVEST will automatically link the concept Project
with the concept Person via the relationship participants.

HARVEST’s response to an Annotate action is quite straight-
forward. Based on the specified annotation parameters, HAR-
VEST automatically creates a new instance in the knowl-
edge base. In Figure 3(b), as the analyst annotates John
Torch as a potential suspect, HARVEST creates a new instance
{Suspect, John Torch} and then links this instance to the existing
instance {Councilman, John Torch}. Such linkage helps an ana-
lyst maintain a trace of knowledge sources, which in turn helps the
analyst more easily recall where a piece of synthesized knowledge
is derived from.

In response to a Modify action, HARVEST updates the modi-
fied concept or instance within the knowledge base to reflect its
modified parameters (e.g., the attributes of a concept, or the type
and identifier of an instance). If the change impacts the type of
an instance (e.g., refining the type from Thing to Person), HAR-
VEST automatically disconnects the instance from its original con-
cept (e.g., Thing) and connects it to the new concept (e.g., Per-
son) in the knowledge base. If the change is on the attributes of
a synthesized concept or instance, HARVEST also automatically
updates the relevant links (e.g., linking the modified instance to
other relevant instances). For example, defining John Smith as
the participant of ProjectX will automatically connect ProjectX to
{Person, John Smith}.

HARVEST responds to Merge actions using a set of operations.
A Merge action combines two instances together into a single unit
with a type and identifier specified by the user. HARVEST responds
automatically first by combining both evidence lists into a single
list, removing duplicates. HARVEST will also try to combine the
parameters of the two instances to form a combined list of parame-
ters. If there is a conflict, HARVEST will prompt the user to resolve
it. For example, when combining two synthesized Project instances
together, HARVEST may detect that the two projects have differ-
ent sponsors attached. It will then prompt the user to reconcile the
difference.

In response to a Remove action, HARVEST simply removes the
target concept or instance from the knowledge base along with its
corresponding evidence list, if there is one. It also removes all links

connecting to and from the target.
Finally, HARVEST responds to a Link action by simply adding

a piece of evidence to the evidence list of a derived instance.
Automated visual presentation of raw information. Most ex-

isting visual analytic systems (e.g., [11, 15]) require users to spec-
ify visual metaphors and supply visualization details. In contrast,
HARVEST leverages an automated graphics generation engine to
dynamically decide the most suitable visual metaphors to convey
the intended content (e.g., phone calls from city hall) [26]. To dy-
namically manage the graphical layout and maintain a coherent vi-
sual context, HARVEST also uses a dynamic space management
algorithm based on [2] and an optimization-based visual context
management algorithm [25]. As a result, HARVEST can automat-
ically create an interactive visual presentation of information. To
better customize a presentation according to users’ personal inter-
ests and visual preferences, HARVEST also allows users to pro-
vide high-level presentation preferences. For example, a user may
indicate to view the phone records on a timeline or spatially on a
map (Figure 6). Like many other visual exploration systems (e.g.,
[3]), a user can also interact with the generated presentation to view
the data at different levels of detail (e.g., zooming into a timeline
to view employee meetings in a week’s span versus in a month’s
span).

Automated visual presentation of synthesized knowledge. In
addition to visually presenting the raw information, HARVEST also
visually depicts user-synthesized knowledge. Once a new concept
or a new instance is synthesized by the user, HARVEST visualizes
the synthesized knowledge in two ways.

One way is to visualize the synthesized knowledge iconically
in a graph-like structure in the synthesis space, which provides an
analyst with an overview of the synthesized knowledge. Figure 5(a)
displays the synthesized instance {Conspiracy, Boynton} shown in
the synthesis space along with its supporting evidence. To reduce
visual clutter, the synthesized knowledge displayed in the synthesis
space can be viewed at different levels of detail. For example, in
Figure 5(a), the iconic display of the evidence could be collapsed
and hidden from the user.

The other way is to visualize the synthesized knowledge in the
exploration space as done with any other existing information. Fig-
ure 1(a) shows the synthesized instance {Conspiracy, Boynton}
along with its supporting evidence on a timeline. Depicting the
synthesized knowledge graphically as any other information allows
HARVEST to provide users with an integrated display with which
users can perform progressive visual analysis (Figure 1b).

HARVEST also allows a user to visually link the synthesized
knowledge depicted in the synthesis space with its evidence illus-
trated in the exploration space or vice versa. Figure 8 shows that af-
ter the user clicks on the hypothesized {Suspect, John Torch}, the
corresponding evidence linked to the suspect is highlighted among
other information shown in the exploration space. Since HAR-
VEST’s exploration space incrementally accumulates relevant in-
formation to maintain a coherent visual context [25], it is important
to allow users to quickly check the correspondence of the synthe-
sized knowledge and its evidence at any given point of the investi-
gation.

In response to any changes made to a piece of synthesized knowl-
edge, HARVEST checks the exploration space for any visual refer-
ences to the altered knowledge. If any such knowledge happens to
appear in the current exploration view, HARVEST updates the vi-
sualization to reflect the changed properties accordingly. Assume
that the analyst decides to merge ProjectX and ProjectY shown in
Figure 1(b). In this case, HARVEST not only will create a new
iconic representation of the merged project instance in the synthe-
sis space, but it will also visually merge the relevant evidence, such
as various meetings, to form an integrated display for the merged
project instance.



Figure 9: HARVEST allows users to view synthesized knowledge and
raw data together within an integrated visual space.

4.2 Progressive Visual Analysis of Synthesized Knowl-
edge

Unlike existing visual knowledge discovery systems [3, 12, 11, 17],
where synthesized knowledge is not visually integrated with the ex-
isting “raw” data, HARVEST supports a progressive visual analysis
of synthesized knowledge from the following two aspects.

First, HARVEST can dynamically incorporate previous analytic
conclusions into ensuing stages of discovery by providing an in-
tegrated visual display. Such a display presents both synthesized
knowledge and “raw” data together to form a coherent picture of
an evolving analysis. Using our previous example, assume that our
analyst has already formulated her hypothesis on a possible politi-
cal conspiracy involving a bio-tech startup called Boynton Lab. As
shown in Figure 9, the evidence (shown in green) supporting this
hypothesis involves both the city attorney Rinz and city council-
man Torch. Based on this information, the analyst would like to
view additional activities with which both men are also involved in
the context of the hypothesized Boynton Lab conspiracy. Figure
9 indicates such activities in black. As highlighted in the figure,
Rinz is directly involved in several land transactions, while Torch
applauded one of the transactions. While viewing the land transac-
tions alone may not yield any clues, especially considering the city
duties performed by both Rinz (city attorney) and Torch (city coun-
cilman), viewing them in combination with the discovered Boynton
lab evidence however may signal correlated events and uncover ad-
ditional plots in the conspiracy (e.g., the alleged land grab may be
related to the Boynton Lab).

Second, using the integrated display, analysts can then perform
progressive analysis by further investigating the synthesized knowl-
edge in search of new analytical clues or conclusions [20]. To
help analysts further examine and refine their derived knowledge,
HARVEST allows analysts to visually explore synthesized knowl-
edge along with their supporting evidence explicitly. For exam-
ple, Figure 1(b) displays the information related to the two projects
(ProjectX and ProjectY) that have been inferred by an analyst. By
making such synthesized knowledge first-class citizens in the ex-
ploration space, the analyst is able to continue his investigation as
he has done with any existing “raw” information. In this case, the
analyst discovers the overlap between the two sets of people in-
volved in the two projects. Without being able to visually examine
the synthesized knowledge (e.g., the project instances), it would
have been more difficult to discover the possible connections.

5 CASE STUDIES

We have applied HARVEST to a pair of complex but different an-
alytic problems: an organization analysis using realistic communi-
cation data, and a criminal investigation task using the VAST 2006
Contest data. We have conducted case studies for each of these
domains but under two different settings to examine how our tech-
niques impact analytical behavior and performance. In one setting,
we disable the synthesis manager to observe how users work with-
out HARVEST’s cooperative help in performing knowledge syn-
thesis. In the other setting, we enable the full HARVEST function-
ality to observe how it helps users in their interactive, progressive
knowledge synthesis process.

Figure 10: A screen shot from the HARVEST prototype for analyzing
organizational communications data in our first case study.

5.1 Case Study One: Organization Analysis
In our first case study, we applied HARVEST to an organization
analysis task in which we asked users to use employee calendar
data to investigate the active projects taking place within an organi-
zation. We asked them identify the people involved, project names
and milestones. Users were allowed to issue queries using a GUI
form to an employee calendar database. Due to the nature of the
calendar data, users were provided with an interactive timeline vi-
sualization tool for visually exploring the results returned from their
database queries. A screen capture of our case study application is
shown in Figure 10.

We recruited two users to perform the investigative task outlined
above. In this study, we disabled the synthesis manager to explore
how effectively a visualization tool alone can support the complex
investigative pattern required to solve the analytic task. Following
each session, we asked the user a series of questions to gather their
feedback.

The users described our interactive timeline as “very helpful and
useful” in exploring the calendar data. However, when asked about
using it to perform a long-term analysis, participants listed a num-
ber of features that were lacking. For example, one of the users
requested the ability of dynamically linking the new evidence to
previous discoveries. Another commented on the lack of presenta-
tion on what has been discovered so far. In general, the users felt
that they needed a way to record their progress during an investi-
gation so that it could be used later in time. As one user said, we
need a way to “keep the investigation context and save partial con-
clusions.” The other user wanted a visual history of the analysis so
they could “see what [they had] done before.” Unsurprisingly, these
observations are also consistent with the findings from our previous
study [6].

Many of the missing features identified by the users in this case
study are supported in the full HARVEST system. In particular,
HARVEST allows analysts to easily track the investigation context
by recording synthesized knowledge and discovered evidence for
future review and analysis.

5.2 Case Two: Criminal Investigation
In our second case study, we exposed the full HARVEST capabil-
ity to the same two users in a criminal investigation domain. For
this study, we utilized the Alderwood political corruption story, as
outlined in the VAST 2006 Contest challenge. The data used in
this study is the VAST 2006 Contest data, including newspaper
stories, telephone records, maps, and voter registration informa-



tion. To enable visual exploration of events reported in the news,
we augmented the data set by manually adding additional informa-
tion (e.g., the geospatial locations of various places) and extracting
the semantics of the unstructured information (e.g., the person and
events reported in news). A screen capture of our second case study
prototype is shown in Figure 4.

Once again, we concluded each session with a series of followup
questions to gather user feedback. Both users responded with posi-
tive reviews of the synthesis space. They felt it could “potentially be
very useful,” “especially for long term investigations.” Among the
most important features, users identified annotation and automatic
bookkeeping as especially useful, allowing them to “link knowl-
edge with actual information” and “organize what you’ve found.”
While users commented that some surface aspects could be im-
proved, the overall design and integration of the synthesis and ex-
ploration spaces was well received. In summary, although our stud-
ies of HARVEST are preliminary, we believe that HARVEST does
show its initial promise.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A visual analysis requires both the examination of existing infor-
mation and the synthesis of new analytic knowledge. These tasks
are performed progressively so that newly synthesized knowledge
can become the foundation for future discovery. In this paper, we
presented HARVEST, a novel visual system that supports both vi-
sual exploration of existing information and interactive, progres-
sive synthesis of new analytic knowledge. In particular, HARVEST
provides two unique features to support the interactive, progressive
synthesis of knowledge.

First, HARVEST supports user-system cooperative visual syn-
thesis of new knowledge from existing data. On the one hand, an-
alysts can use a set of tools to visually define new knowledge by
creating new concepts or instances, or indicate their investigative
interests by annotating existing information. Analysts can also re-
fine partially formed concepts by altering their definition, linking
additional evidence, or manipulating related concepts. In response
to user actions, our system automatically manages the evolving cor-
pus of synthesized knowledge and its corresponding evidence.

Second, HARVEST supports progressive visual analysis of syn-
thesized knowledge. In response to user data synthesis actions,
HARVEST automatically updates the visual presentation of rele-
vant information. Visual updates are applied to both the synthesis
knowledge and its linked evidence. This feature allows analysts to
visually explore both existing and synthesized knowledge, dynami-
cally incorporating earlier analytic conclusions into the ensuing dis-
covery process.

We have performed two case studies using the HARVEST sys-
tem. In the first study, we observed users as they performed an
organization analysis of communication data. In the second case
study, we observed users during a criminal investigation task using
the VAST 2006 Contest data. This preliminary evaluation of our
work indicates that the HARVEST can be a significant aid in the
analytical process.

While our current version of HARVEST shows promise, there
remain several areas that can be improved upon. First, we are
planning more comprehensive user evaluations to determine exactly
which features are most helpful and how these features can be im-
proved. In addition, we are exploring how to integrate HARVEST
with an automated knowledge extraction system to support complex
visual analysis involving large amounts of information [18, 19].
Currently, in order to visually illustrate unstructured information
in a meaningful way, we have to manually extract structured se-
mantics from the unstructured information (e.g., pictures and text
documents) in advance. This would be impractical with large data
sources. In the future, we would like to leverage automated infor-
mation extraction technologies to extract these structured semantics

on the fly while analysts are performing their analysis.
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